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Honours programme
Advanced Sensor Applications
Honours programmes Hanze UAS

30 ECTS ‘on top of’ – most Honours programme’s

ASA: 30 ECTS ‘extra’ in curriculum
Honours programmes Hanze UAS

30 ECTS extra in nominal studytime:
20 ECTS research
6 ECTS interdisciplinary line
4 ECTS community line
Honours programmes Hanze UAS

Interdisciplinary line: working together with other Honours students in a project
Example: Honours Design Challenge, Sustainable Leadership, Social media
Honours programmes Hanze UAS

Community line:
3 individual assignments of 40 hours
Characteristics Honours programme

• High level of content
• Generalist point of view
• High level of research skills
• International character
• Attention for global issues and social responsibility
• Multidisciplinary character
• High level of challenges
• High level of entrepreneurial, leadership and management skills
Conditions Honours programme

• Highly selective
• Small scale and intensive supervision
• Building a professional community
• A culture of excellence
• High level of expertise
• Close cooperation with the professional field
Some quotes

• Excellence is not a skill, it is an attitude
• Excellence is to do a common thing in an uncommon way
• The only way to do something with excellence is to start out doing things poorly